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Newgen Solutions for Banking and Finance
Newgen solutions for Banks and Financial Enterprises are built to
enhance customer engagements and accelerate business growth.

Featured Banking and Financial Services Solutions
Account Opening
The Newgen Solution for Account Opening, Customer On-boarding and Account
Maintenance offers the perfect tools to entice and engage customers better,
accelerate business volumes and bring down customer acquisition costs.
FATCA
Newgen drives FATCA readiness for FFIs and USFIs. With its FATCA Solutions,
FFIs and USFIs can take on this complex regulation head on, while minimizing any
impact on business as usual.
Retail Loan Origination
Newgen Retail Loan Origination System comprehensively manages the retail loan
lifecycle for an enterprise.
Mortgage
Newgen offers a smart Mortgage lending solution that steers a fast, systematic
Mortgage process. The Solution ensures adherance to regulatory and compliance
requirements.
Credit Card
Newgen Solution for Credit Card processing and maintenance, speeds up the onboarding process and enhances customer experience while minimizing exposure to
risk.
Trade Finance
Newgen drives smoother Trade Finance processes for Banks. Transactions are well
governed and rules based, streamlining the document and process centricity of the
function.

Wealth Management
Newgen OmniOpus, eases maintaining complex relations with clients through
contextualized customer interactions and communications.
Commercial Lending
The Newgen Commercial Lending Solution (COLS) is a unique market offering, with
Solution Accelerators which transform each step within the lending lifecycle.
Tab Banking
Newgen is leading the Tab Banking initiative for financial institutions across
geographies with its smart suite of solutions built on its enterprise mobility application
– ZapIn and industry proven BPM and ECM platforms.
Payments Solutions
Newgen Payments System is an assemblage of smart e-payments tools such as
Cheque Truncation System (CTS), National Automated Clearing House (NACH),
Direct Debit Solution (DDS), Signature Management System (SMS), Post Dated
Cheque Management System (PDCMS), SWIFT and ChequeFlow Lite.
To know more please visit: http://www.newgensoft.com/solutions/banking-finance/

